Subaru super coolant autozone

Subaru is stating that the mixing of the new coolant with any other type of coolant will alter the
protection capabilities of the new coolant, which Subaru claims will last 10 years before service
is needed. By increasing the service life of engine coolant we should be able to cut down on
some of the hazardous waste generated when performing routine maintenance. This should
also save some money with regards to the cost of service, and has the added benefit of being
better for the environment. The new Super coolant is much more expensive than just regular
coolant or even the Factory Subaru coolant used to date. Also is the real possibility that not
every shop, especially quick lube centers will follow the recommendation of the manufacturer.
This can and will create a situation where the owner of a newer Subaru will wait the 10 years for
service, but because the coolant is mixed may be faced with expensive repairs prior to that
service being done. All Wheel Drive Auto is committed to keeping our customers informed
about the cars they drive. And providing tips for Subaru owners who find our website
regardless of where they live. Undergoing MyBlogLog Verification. Using the correct coolant is
always important with any car and its far better to follow the instructions or get some
professional advice before you make a decision. Is it true that using the new blue Subaru Super
Coolant in an older Subaru specifically a Outback 2. A related question then is, independent of
warranty issues, is it a good idea to use the Subaru Super Coolant in Subarus other than those
that came from the factory with this installed? A dealer service department or SOA Subaru of
America may elect to deny certain repairs covered under warranty if an aftermarket part is
deemed to have caused a failure of another system. But installing non O. Now making many
major modifications too many systems may void the warranty but in most cases the factory
parts that would be under warranty have been removed anyways and still if a warranty issue
comes up in a unmodified system the Car maker has to honor that warranty but it does
sometimes take a lot of work to get this done.. I have spent a lot of years a tech and have seen
plenty of modified cars repaired under warranty especially on slow days at the dealership. I
would not use the Super Blue in your Older Subaru. At this stage there is really no way to know
the ramifications to the cooling system if Blue is used on an older Subie. Based on my
experiences I would stick with the Green Subaru Long life coolant. What would you say about
that? Has Subaru switched to this new style coolant to help reduce head gasket failures? Is it
more resistant to the effects of electrolysis or corrosion? Have you been able to discern
whether or not the changes to the 2. Jusin, I often refer to your website to get a dfinitive answer
when I get conflicting Subaru information from other sources. Thanks for all the info. Based on
info I have read, I am very leary of using the conditioner. We had a Outback 2. I happen to know
a guy with a Factory Service Manual. Do a search on Dexcool, aka Deathcool. My intake
manifold gaskets on my truck were just eaten at k. Although the headgaskets on my Subaru bit
it at around 80k. Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in
this browser for the next time I comment. Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me
of new posts by email. The good and bad explained. Staying informed is the only real way to get
the most out of your vehicle. Share on facebook Facebook. Share on twitter Twitter. Justin
Stobb. Justin has been providing Subaru Owners regardless of where they live , with tips and
advice about their Subaru since Make An Appointment Now. Cheers Brad. I kind of want to clear
up a voided warranty versus warranty repairs denied. Can you steer me on the right track so my
Subie with the blue coolant will last forever? Bob, We had a Outback 2. Trevor, I think the
reason for the change is 2 fold. To offer a better corrosion resistant coolant to help cut down on
head gasket failure. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Shop
Subaru Parts. Favorite Links. Our Reviews. Must Read Posts. What I can tell you is that just like
a software update after the software is produced as a result of something learned about
behavior in the field Subaru will address things that come up that can negatively affect the
ownership experience. Some Subaru Dealers are in fact suggesting cooling system services
that differ from what Subaru printed in the manual I think they are correct in doing so. If you
own a to 2. You do not need to add any type of stop leak, I mean coolant conditioner, the service
interval is every 30, or about every 2 years on average. If you own a to SOHC 2. Subaru Long
Life Coolant that is green in color pictured below. If you have not had the Head Gaskets
replaced or they were done at the Dealer you should also use the Cooling system conditioner as
well. If you have had the Head gaskets replaced and the shop that made the repairs used the Six
Star gaskets you can use normal green coolant and DO NOT need to put any stop leak I mean
conditioner in the cooling system. If what is in your car is green it needs to be changed every
30k, and if blue every 60k, if you want to try and go k you do so at the real risk of repairs down
the road. We have heard reports that some Dealers have stopped carrying the Green long life
but at time of this writing it was still available from Subaru. The Blue coolant is scheduled to be
changed every k, I believe this to be a very bad idea and suggest it every 60k instead. You
should not use aftermarket long life coolant like Dex Cool. I do not suggest any form of

aftermarket stop leak. I have been a reular reader for a few years. Now there is a black strip
accross the web pageâ€¦is it me or is this being done on purpose? No its nothing on purpose,
you are using internet Explorer 9 or IE9. There is a setting you need to change in regards to the
security settings if you unable to do that you can switch to a more stable browser such as
Firefox or Chrome. There are many Word press themes that have this issue, there is nothing
that can be done on our end other than suggest a different browser if you cant change how our
site is viewed on your end with IE9. Its really up to you. Hello, The above article does not refer to
the proper antifreeze for the H6 engine. I personally have a outback with the H6 engine. Thanks ,
Brad. If you ask Subaru they will tell you to use the Subaru long life coolant Green. I suggest
either the Subaru coolant or the equivalent. My question is in regards to my 02 OBW 2. No
problems with overheating leaks etc. Just want to do this for peace of mind. The car has ,
Kilometers on it but the engine was apparently rebuilt about 50, ago. I have no clue which brand
of head gaskets were used. I am trying to find out that info through the previous owner. Many
thanks in advance. Do make sure however that you only buy and install a Factory Subaru
Thermostat or you are just inviting disaster. I am still striving to find out which gaskets were
usedâ€¦. My guess is you will say yesâ€¦LOL What is the difference between the generic coolant
and the Subaru coolant?? Oh, I did purchase an OE stat!!! It was to get cars out of warranty
only. If by some chance it has the 6 star gaskets then you could use any coolant. I do have a
bottle of the conditioner but I will keep it for my old Ford farm truck not the Subie! I called a
dealer the other day and asked about the Subaru coolant. The came back to the counter with a
jug of generic stuff. Oh the super long lifeâ€¦.. Now what? I see in the original post you
mentioned that dealers may not carry it anymore even though it is available. When I was at the
dealer, a mechanic came to the counter and said they use the generic stuff in everything except
the newer vehiclesâ€¦ do you sell the long life coolant? How much do you cahrge for it? Yes I
am chokedâ€¦. They also stated that when they switch a vehicle over to the blue from the green,
the super long life aspect is no longerâ€¦it is considered to have the logevity of the green. Thats
a rip off for their customersâ€¦. Not sure what to do now except take a chance on a brand name
that claims to be ok for Subaruâ€¦.. Its almost criminal that some dealers no longer sell the
Green Long life coolant, and instead use non O. Coolant which Subaru has stated for years is
not ok. Sorry to hear that something as easy as coolant has to be so difficult. Thanks Justinâ€¦..
Thankfully I love my Subaru 3rd one. I had a 98 Outback a few years ago and had the head
gasket s blew on my way home from the dealershipâ€¦.. But I do not want that to happen again! I
rely on this car and being a single parent I cannot afford to have this happen just yet. That first
dealer probably quoted me for a flush and fill with Super I think. It was on a Saturday and I
guess the guy working the counter was just filling in and made a mistake. The dealers I called
today said they recommend the Super in all years. One does not even carry the generic variety.
And one of them also recommended the conditioner as well. So I am ok with buying the premix
2 jugs. But I should not use the conditioner with blueâ€¦. Like I stated earlier, the gaskets were
replaced 50, kms ago with, more than likely, non OE gasketsâ€¦. I just bought a 07 outback with
70, There are no records at subaru for service so Im thinking I better change the coolent and
add the conditioner. This is a tough one to answer as to much conditioner can be problematic. I
will tell you that I am not a big fan of the Conditioner as well. I would at this time just change the
coolant, and maybe at the 90k change the coolant and add conditioner if you choose. I was able
to contact the PO today and he did oil changes with moble 1 but never did anything else. I
would perform the 60k service for sure. Try to get back on track with the maintenance aspects
of this car and you should be ok. Short story, I have been reading your site and looking at
outbacks for a couple weeks. I found one from pa in nice shape. I still see them going a half a
mile ahead white cloud still pouring out up over the hill. I come over the hill and there they sit,
not smoking anymore because it quit. They waved me by, but I stopped to help. They new the
gasket was going but had been driving it anyhow till this happen. On another note, there are lots
of them around here. When they get to the point that they are billowing smoke out, it is all over
but the screaming and shouting. Take care of your Subaru and you can drive it , miles or longer
if you choose, yes you will put money into it over the years but you will be money ahead if you
are proactive like you are trying to be now. Hi, I have,subaru outback station w. There are no
Freeze Plugs, most likely the HG is leaking at the back on the drivers side but there aree other
possibilities, no one can help you with out seeing the car. I have a OB with K Miles. Pretty sure
it has the original Head Gaskets. It had the coolant conditioner added at 98K along with new
coolant. I bought it a K miles. I am going to change the coolant soon. I plan on using Subaru
Coolant. How is it different from Prestone or Beck Arnley? Also, should I add coolant
conditioner again? The Head Gaskets are holding up still. If the OE coolant and conditioner
have allowed the Hg to hold up why would you want to use something else? We use normal
green coolant on cars we have installed the six star head gaskets in, Subaru coolant during the

course of a K service when the Subaru is still under warranty, and the conditioner under the
same set or parameters begrudgingly. I have a Forester XT. It is at 99, miles. Does it matter what
coolant I use as long as it does not contain any phosphates? What brand of head gasket would
you suggest then? I would like to get a gasket set, not just the head gaskets. I would like to
know if I need to add coolant and if so, is there a coolant at Walmart that would suffice? I have a
new to me 2. I have a mi drive tomorrow. When checking the coolant over flow container of a
cold engine the coolant is not even at the minimum level. I am a novice about car care. Can you
give some advice so that I can get the car home and to A service station? The Super Blue
Subaru Coolant is not compatible with anything sold at Walmart and can only be purchased at
the Subaru dealer, if you do not have access you need to top it off with water only for now until
a time you can get the proper fluid. The dealer says I have a leaking radiator drain plug. The
radiator is Subaru OEM. Obviously, replacing the radiator would only be a last resortâ€¦. If the
plug does continue to leak and the problem is the plug and not the drain itself, are any of the
following options viable? Have a plug machined 4. Tf the problem is not the plug, can I
somehow seal the drain for good, thinking that the radiator can always be drained by removing
the bottom hose. Any other options? The petcock or drain plug for the radiator is available, so I
am not sure why the Stealer is telling you otherwise. Call another Dealers parts department with
your info, then ask for the parts number. Than call Dealer 1 up and ask why they cant just install
the drain plug part blank. Thanks for the quick reply. I have a OBW with a 2. I had a Subaru
radiator put in AE00A. I sure hope it does. Unless the Dealer installed an aftermarket radiator
without the plug this is what you will need, and if its not present they did not install a Subaru
radiator. Thanks again for looking all this up. Ok, I finally had time to stick my head in the
engine compartment. The radiator was made by Calsonic Kansei. If this is not an original
Subaru part, how to best proceed? So, I am now thoroughly puzzled. It turns out the radiator
was busted for good and had to be replaced. Is it possible that this is genuine Subaru
equipment, or is that the same non-Subaru silly radiator with a non-replacable plug? What
stickers are on a genuine Subaru radiator? Do I have to take the car back again? Calsonic is the
OE supplier to Subaru. Im not familiar with that coolant, You want to use an all aluminum
compatible type coolant, so if the coolant you mentioned fits that description you should be just
fine. I just want to clarify what increment you are using.. Do you mean 30, miles which is
48,km??? I have a Outback took to dealer for oil change they contact me to say there is tran
fluid in radiator then say it is wrong coolant what damages is there to engine or radiator or
heater core and will flushing the system work dealer says need new hoses and radiator. I
bought a Subaru Outback XT a few months ago, and need to top off the coolant for the first
time. Is it okay to use that in the new car? If not, is there any particular kind or grade that I
should use? I recently purchased a Outback 2. But I digress. Neither I or the dealer know
anything about the previous maintenance history, though my go-to Subaru mechanic not a
dealer replaced the brakes and seems impressed; says it looks like it was well kept. Do you like
ANY conditioner? If not, why not? I could probably use a complete blog write-up on this. Any
advice you can offer would be awesome! It should have the Super Blue coolant yes, but no
flush. The conditioner was a way for Subaru to potentially avoid having to warranty HG on some
older models, there is not much talk of it anymore except to say we have had to deal with a lot
of restricted radiators later in life as a result some times causing a HG failure. Subaru does not
specify a Flush in the owners manual, the concept of a flush in some cases is a way for a Dealer
service department to increase revenue. If its a general repair shop that services everything
absolutely no on them doing a flush, if the same flush machine is used to service other types of
cars it could damage yours which Subaru has pointed out in numerous Tech service bulletins. I
have a Outback 2. I had the head gaskets changed 3 years ago at a dealership. I asked a local
dealer whether I needed the coolant additive or not given that the head gaskets had been
replaced. Do you agree and is there any substantive difference between Subaru coolant and
Prestone? Prestone is stated as being silicate, phosphate, borate and nitrite fee and suitable for
all cars and aluminum. I had the head gaskets replaced at a dealership 3 years ago and I
recently asked a different dealer whether I needed to use the Subaru coolant conditioner since
the head gaskets had been replaced. I was seeking your opinion and was wondering if there is
any substantive difference between Prestone and the Subaru coolant. I have a Impreza Sport.
The last week, everytime I turn the engine off, there has been an odor coming from the hoodâ€¦a
slight burning smell. I decided to look under the hood and saw the coolant reservoir was below
the low line. I thought maybe this was causing the smell. I wnet to a local auto supply, told them
the make of car and he looked on a computer and said I needed Dexcool. I topped it off to the
full line. Do I need to flush the whole system? Still have the smell also. Its a good idea to defer
to the owners manual for a list of all fluids as a guide for the next time. I have a Outback with
43k miles on it and recently had to top off the coolant reservoir with a small amount. I went to

the dealer and bought the longlife blue coolant which was pre-diluted and asked the parts guy
about the conditioner which the manual suggests to use. I plan on doing a coolant change at
60k rather than the , subaru recommends anyway but what are your thoughts on the conditioner
for 11 outback and the longlife? Ya no one really uses the conditioner anymore. The 60k mark is
a good idea for a coolant service. What formula is the Subaru stuff? Antifreez is made at a
limited numbers of manufacturers so it has a formula code. Your right there are only a couple of
companies that make coolant, but they make it to the buyers specifications. I try to focus on the
things that are important to me and steer clear of clouding the brain with the chemical
composition of each and every fluid we use. So to answer the question I know the basics of the
make up of the coolant, but not the entire formula. You would have to do your own chemical
composition test as the supplier wont be able to release that info and Subaru of Japan surely
wont ever let you know, I mention SOJ as opposed to SOA as there wont be anyone at the
Dealer level that cares or has a clue its just a job to them. The labe has the formula data on it
but not a alpha code. I have bought a used Outback Limited and now have 32, miles on it. I have
been noticing a antifreeze smell inside the car after I drive appx 30 miles then let it idle for a
couple of minutes. Radiator is full and overflow bottle fine. What can you tell me. There is little I
can offer without seeing the car, Sorry. If its not going through coolant its hard to imagine what
it is. I read that Subaru recommends a phosphate formula. Would the Prestone or Subaru Green
have more phosphate? Who makes the best green radiator fluid for my car? For your
application I think you will be just fine with the Prestone. The thing I really like is you can find it
almost anywhere and the suggestion for Phosphate was post your era Subaru. It would be
better to have it serviced sooner rather than later. I know many coolants sold in aftermarket
channels state they are compatible, what I have seen is gelling issues at the rad cap that
prevented proper cap function. My story in a nutshell: â€” Forester XT, never had an issue up to
now â€” Overheated once, mechanic Subaru specialist believed it was cracked top radiator tank
which he replaced â€” Overheated again after one week, same mechanic replaced thermostat
â€” Overheated again exactly after one week, mechanic held onto it for a few days, drove it
around, to and from work, told me it would not overheat for him but next thing he would do
would be replace the waterpump â€” We took our chances and after a few weeks it overheated
again, this time we took it to a different mechanic who noticed the radiator hoses were loose
and leaking coolant and the new thermostat was not the best model. He also did a pressure test
and checked for combustion gases in the cooling system and drove the car around. All good.
He showed me in the coolant reservoir that the coolant was sitting between Low and High, more
towards Low but said that was okay. Could the upper tank cap need replacing and if so does it
really need to be a genuine Subaru cap? The cooling system needs to be pressure tested, and if
no leaks are found it should be evaluated for the possibility of HG damage due to multiple
overheats. Maybe the cap is in fact not sealing but that can be tested. I have no idea what was
used for coolant so its tough to tell you what you should use, I would call the shop and ask
them what they use, but most likely its just normal green ethylene glycol. I have a Forester XS. I
recently did a cooling system flush and fluid change. I used the coolant conditioner read stop
leak on the advice of someone from a forum because my car was consuming antifreeze. I used a
global extended life coolant that meets JIS K standards. Despite burping the system, the car
heats up in hot weather and while going uphill. I have to turn on the heat to full blast to cool it
down. I would add a Thermostat and only an OE thermostat to the list of things to replace, and
no do not add any more conditioner. Fingers crossed there is no other damage. Yup, it was the
radiator. After installing the new radiator, the car runs fine. Even torture tested it going up a
long stretch of hill with the air conditioning on. Solid as a rock. I am worried about a similar
problem occuring. The previous owner had added the Subaru stop leak. Now that I am switching
to a Six Star, would it be worth doing a Prestone radiator flush? Just the addative with water
and running, it for a few days to clean out the system. I would plan on replacing the radiator,
and just using a garden hose and bucket to flush out the heater core. Also make sure you
replace the Thermostat with an OE Subaru one. Justin, wonderful service you provide for us
here. My son bought an Forrestet with 97k and zero information regarding its history. After
reading some of these posts he and I became concerned about the usual issues. Currently he
has no oil leaks or overheating problems and says the coolant in the overflow tank is green. He
is coming to visit next week so I arranged with our local shop to have the timing set, an O. I
found a legitimate appearing chart online that showed the VIN range for the Forrester that puts
his car in the safe zone for being built with questionable head gaskets. Do yo agree? Thank you
very much. David in Missouri. So the Chart you refer to was under the WP campaign and does
not exclude you model year from developing most likely a oil leak from the head gaskets over
time. All of this only applies if the HG are truly not starting to leak now. I was able to take my 04
STI to k miles until my bearing finally gave way and spun the oil was topped up just right. I know

that my car uses the OEM forest green color coolant. Would it hurt to use the super blue coolant
on this new engine? Thanks in advance. I bought a used Outback 2. I had the oil changed one
month ago and they said they checked all the fluids. Anything I should know about mixing
coolant before my first attempt? Got ready to do this and found for my model I have to remove
the front exhaust pipe! Seems a little out of character for a company that puts the oil filter on
top! Since removing the exhaust pipe is more than I feel comfortable doing myself I suppose I
am left with just draining the radiator and refilling? Am I missing something? Is that my best
option? I suppose I could remove the lower radiator hose from the radiator while the engine is
hot stat open but that seems wrong on several fronts!! Your right your Model does make it more
challenging, the best plan of action is to in fact remove the hose from the Radiator side. Justin,
Looking more closely I see I can easily remove the lower radiator hose from the thermostat
housing so I will do that. So do you suggest I do this while the engine is hot and therefore the
thermostat is open? Thanks again. We remove the lower Rad hose the Rad and let it drain. Then
remove the T stat housing and then then T stat, this can in fact be done with out removing the
Exhaust its just a bear, we have the advantage f a hoist and nice tools such as a 10mm wobble
socket and extension combo. Headgasket was replaced by previous owner, not sure if they use
6-star or not, unfortunately. Any regular green coolant will work? I have never been a fan of the
Stop leak rebranded by Subaru as cooling system conditioner. We do not use it here at all.
Getting ready to change coolant again. After stat is removed and maximum amount of coolant is
drained â€” seems like the water pump would be dry. Then after stat reinstalled and coolant
added seems like it would run dry until stat opens and allows coolant in via lower radiator hose.
If this is correct â€” â€” does it hurt to run the water pump dry for the few minutes it will take for
stat to open? If you fill it properly the WP should not be dry, we use a Vacuum type refill system
on most post models, prior to that we would just use the coolant fill funnel and purge the air out
while we filled, on some models this was done by removing the Air bleed screw at the radiator,
on others we would remove a bypass hose to give air a place to escape while filling. Once
coolant comes out of the open port, reinstall hose or plug and continue filling. Your email
address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next
time I comment. Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email.
Subaru Service Appointments Schedule your next service here or call: Yes No. Please tell us
what year Your Subaru is. Please tell us which model Subaru you own. Please let us know if you
need a shuttle and where to. Please tell us here if you need somthing not listed or have specific
instructions for us. Share on facebook Facebook. Share on twitter Twitter. Justin Stobb. Justin
has been providing Subaru Owners regardless of where they live , with tips and advice about
their Subaru since Make An Appointment Now. Hope that helps Justin. Hi Justinâ€¦â€¦first off,
awesome website!!!! Thanks again Justinâ€¦.. Cheers, Michael. In America the Subaru Dealers
are typically not allowed to use Generic coolant. Its not realistic to ship chemicals to Canada I
am afraid. I am always amazed at what the Dealers in Canada seem to get away with. Yes, Its
almost criminal that some dealers no longer sell the Green Long life coolant, and instead use
non O. I appreciate you getting me a quote on Long Life shipped to meâ€¦. Pingback: Coolant
Thanks Gary. Hi Gary, This is a tough one to answer as to much conditioner can be problematic.
Thanks for the reply Justin. Now that I know a litte more I guess doing the 60, service would be
the thing to do? Yes Gary, I would perform the 60k service for sure. Thanks Justin I plan on
getting it all up to date asap. After that it will stay on track with the maintenance. You know how
I felt there for a minute. I think they need more then a gasket it now. Nice outback dead on the
side of the road.. Thanks again Gary. Hi Emilio, There are no Freeze Plugs, most likely the HG is
leaking at the back on the drivers side but there aree other possibilities, no one can help you
with out seeing the car. Its a darker color of green. Any aluminum safe, green in color coolant
should suffice. We suggest the Six star and you can buy it here. Liz, The Super Blue Subaru
Coolant is not compatible with anything sold at Walmart and can only be purchased at the
Subaru dealer, if you do not have access you need to top it off with water only for now until a
time you can get the proper fluid. Hi, The dealer says I have a leaking radiator drain plug.
Obviously, replacing the radiator would only be a last resortâ€¦ If the plug does continue to leak
and the problem is the plug and not the drain itself, are any of the following options viable?
Thanks so much in advance. Hello Mischa, The petcock or drain plug for the radiator is
available, so I am not sure why the Stealer is telling you otherwise. Hi Justin, Thanks for the
quick reply. Thanks so much again. Hope that helps Let me know how it all turns out. Hi Justin,
Thanks again for looking all this up. Hello Colzy, Im not familiar with that coolant, You want to
use an all aluminum compatible type coolant, so if the coolant you mentioned fits that
description you should be just fine. Hello Ernest, I just cant know from here. Did you buy the car
used? Hope that helps. First off, thank you for the wealth of information available on your blog!
Thanks again for the tremendous level of care you invest in Subaru owners everywhere! Hello

Clark, It should have the Super Blue coolant yes, but no flush. Some Dealers still use it, but
most do not. Thanks for your input. Hi, I have a Impreza Sport. As far as the burning smell, no
idea with out seeing it. Added orange dex-cool in my subaru impreza. Well you didnt help it, you
need to drain all of it out and put back in whats required. Not knowing how long ago makes it
hard to tell you if its going to be okay. Hi Mario, Ya no one really uses the conditioner anymore.
Hi Doyle, There is little I can offer without seeing the car, Sorry. Hi: Thanks for your ideas. I have
a Brighton Wagon 2. Thanks for your fine blog. Hello Elizabeth, For your application I think you
will be just fine with the Prestone. Hi JP, It would be better to have it serviced sooner rather than
later. Thanks a lot. I have no idea what was used for coolant so its tough to tell you what you
should use, I would call the shop and ask them what they use, but most likely its just normal
green ethylene glycol -Justin. I plan on replacing the radiator and using Beck Arnley green
antifreeze as the new coolant. What are your thoughts? Hi Matt, I would add a Thermostat and
only an OE thermostat to the list of things to replace, and no do not add any more conditioner.
Hello Skeeter, I would plan on replacing the radiator, and just using a garden hose and bucket
to flush out the heater core. All of this only applies if the HG are truly not starting to leak now
Hope that helps -Justin. Id really just stick with aluminum safe green and leave it at that. Hi
Justin, I bought a used Outback 2. Thank you! Thanks for your advice. Hi Don, Your right your
Model does make it more challenging, the best plan of action is to in fact remove the hose from
the Radiator side. Hope that helps -Justin. Hi Mitch, I have never been a fan of the Stop leak
rebranded by Subaru as cooling system conditioner. Hello Beverly, Yes that should be just fine.
Hope it all goes well -Justin. Hey Don, If you fill it properly the WP should not be dry, we use a
Vacuum type refill system on most post models, prior to that we would just use the coolant fill
funnel and purge the air out while we filled, on some models this was done by removing the Air
bleed screw at the radiator, on others we would remove a bypass hose to give air a place to
escape while filling. Thats the best advice I have for you, I hope it helps Justin. Leave a Reply
Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Shop Subaru Parts. Favorite Links. Our
Reviews. Must Read Posts. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or
customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a
question. Please enter a question. Skip to main content. FREE delivery: Get free shipping. Free
day shipping within the U. Prices may vary for AK and HI. Fastest delivery: Feb 27 - March 5. In
Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect
your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during
transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. Subaru Parts Warehouse. Add a gift receipt for
easy returns. Brand: Subaru. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart
Add all three to List. Sold by G. FREE Shipping. Customers who viewed this item also viewed.
Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. More items to explore. Gates
Thermostat. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem
completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical
Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? What other items do customers buy after
viewing this item? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated?
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the
item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all
customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States.
There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. The
reasons why this stuff is needed in our Subarus is still hard to definitely know for sure. But
regardless, Subaru says to add it. From my research it is to help prevent coolant leaks around
gaskets. Never had a problem with the stuff. Make sure to shake well. Pour this first, and into
the radiator, not the reservoir. Then remove ml of our choice of coolant and pour in the coolant.
Run normal coolant tests and your done. If your bottle contents is brown with white debris in it,
the bottle it still good, just shake very well. It is crazy to think that Subaru actually would
recommend putting metal flakes into the cooling system, but it actually works for repair a
cooling system that is loosing coolant into the combustion chamber due to a leaking head
gasket s. I guess Subaru identified this head gasket flaw and this was their solution and it
seems to work. Shop service manual requires this during any any Anti-freeze coolant change on
a Subaru. Well GM Chevrolet , Dodge Chrysler , and just about every other major manufacturer
out there uses something similar to this formulated for their engine block and radiator. I had a
very slight external coolant leak from the head gasket of my Forester. I noticed the service
bulletin recommending this additive and got some. The leak stopped right away, and I had no
further problems for 2 more years, at which time I sold the car. If you notice, the bottle says
"Holts. It' looks like ground up safflower seed husks that used to be used as an old-time fix. I'm
sure it will do nothing to remedy an internal head gasket leak, but it worked for my small
external one. Very little information about what it truly does. I suspect I know. It has chopped up

linseed in there that migrates to fill up leaks, important for a Subaru headgasket and other small
leaks that may form, worth adding every time you change the coolant out. This was particularly
the case for series, but won't hurt to add to other Subaru engines apparently. Subaru switched
coolant however in to a blue coolant that has longer change intervals. The head gaskets were
also improved to the point where there are HP Subarus getting around with the standard
headgaskets, so this addition may no longer be necessary. Bought an old Forester with , miles.
Coolant resevoir empty and radiator low. Figured head gasket issue? Couldn't pass up for the
price. Put this product in right away, have driven 5, miles and coolant hasn't dropped an inch.
Always leary bout engine additives, but subys til are notorious for head gasket issues. This
stuff seems to work great. About , miles back my Subaru blew a head gasket, it was just beyond
a recalled notification related to its engine head gasket. It turns out from reading other reviews
that the solution turned out to be related to sealing the micro leaks in the cooling system before
they could further develop into major leaks, and the solution was this product. Since a , miles
back, I haven't had any issues and want it to stay that way, so I added this recommended
solution. So far no leaks, or engine performance issues. Please read carefully. My camry LE has
been leaking coolant and has a code P three month ago. Changed spark plugs, ignition wires,
flushed the coolant, changed engine oil, changed temperature sensor Finally figured out it is
head gasket internal leak since there is bubble in the coolant reservoir, cold start rough as
coolant in the chamber and white smoke in the exhaust. Tons of search and I am ready to use
head gasket sealer which probably will destroy my engine and heater core. Finally there is an
old thread on toyota forum recommended this product as this is very mild cure. Internal leak in
head gasket is very hard to cure as the combustion pressure will not not allow the sealer to
seep in. So I removed 1 fuel injector wire and spark plug to let the noisy engine run half hour.
Then let it cool down over night. After a few drives, the code is gone and the coolant leaking is
slowing down. I will keep eyes on the coolant level daily. See all reviews. Top reviews from
other countries. Translate all reviews to English. Subaru engines are notorious for blowing head
gaskets and this is the OEM fix. Change the coolant and throw this bottle in. Its been working on
my Forester amd never blew a gasket. Report abuse. Report abuse Translate review to English.
Quick delivery and good price. Real deal. Pages with related prod
2008 silverado maintenance schedule
2002 ford f350 fuse panel
87 jeep comanche fuse box
ucts. See and discover other items: jdm subaru , engine coolant , radiator coolant , subaru
parts , subaru oem parts , subaru power steering fluid. There's a problem loading this menu
right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top.
Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on
Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids
Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital
Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals
and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

